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DEK is a biochemically distinct, conserved nonhistone protein that is 
vital to global heterochromatin integrity. In addition, DEK can be 
secreted and function as a chemotactic, proinflammatory factor. Here 
we show that exogenous DEK can penetrate cells, trans locate to the 
nucleus, and there carry out its endogenous nuclear functions. Strik-
ingly, adjacent cells can take up DEK secreted from synovial macro-
phages. DEK internalization is a heparan sulfate-dependent process, 
and cellular uptake of DEK into DEK knockdown cells corrects global 
heterochromatin depletion and DNA repair deficits, the phenotypic 
aberrations characteristic of these cells. These findings thus unify the 
extracellular and intracellular activities of DEK, and suggest that this 
paracrine loop involving DEK plays a role in chromatin biology. 
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Since its initial cloning as part of the t(6;9) translocation in 
a subset of patients with acute myelogenous leukemia (1, 2), 

DEK has been shown to affect global heterochromatin integrity 
(3), mRNA splicing (4, 5), transcriptional control (both negative 
and positive) (6-8), DNA damage repair and susceptibility (9, 10), 
DNA replication (11), cellular differentiation (12, 13), cell viability 
(8), apoptosis (14), and.senescence (15). DEK also plays a key role 
in the biology of hematopoietic and muscle stem cells (12, 16). 

DEK overexpression occurs in various prevalent and difficult-to-
treat neoplasms, including hepatocellular carcinoma (17), glio-
blastoma (18), melanoma (8, 19), bladder cancer (20), retino-
blastoma (21, 22), breast cancer (23), and T-cell large granular 
lymphocytic leukemia (24). DEK is degraded by the F-box/hyp-
tophan-aspartic acid (WD) repeat-containing protein 7 (Fbxw7) 
tumor suppressor, which affects cell division and splicing of mes-
senger RNA (25). Elevated levels of DEK can interfere with cel-
lular differentiation, apoptosis, senescence, and the response to 
chemotherapy, justifying the classification of DEK as a bona fide 
oncogene that plays a role in central pathways promoting tumor 
growth and sUivival (8, 19, 23). 

In addition to its roles in tumor biology, which appear to be 
related mainly to its intracellular functions, DEK also has been 
implicated in the pathogenesis of autoimmune disorders, fu nctions 
more attributable to its extracellular activities (discussed below). In 
fact , circulating autoantibodies to DEK have been identified in the 
serum of patients with various autoimmune diseases, including 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA), sarcoidosis, and systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) (26). Furthermore, autoantibodies to DEK, 
as well as DEK protein itself, have been detected in synovial fluids 
of children with JIA (27) . The presence of DEK protein and DEK 
autoant ibodies in the extracellular space suggests a proin-
flammatory role for DEK. In fact, on activation, macro phages se-
crete DEK, which in turn can act as a chemotactic factor for 
neutrophils, natural killer cells, and cytotoxic T lymphocytes in the 
extracellular milieu (28). The extracellular signaling activities of 
DEK are characteristic of other nuclear factors, like high mobility 
group protein Bl (HMGBl), that serve as danger-associated mo-
lecular patterns, or alarmins (29), suggest ing that DEK might be-
long to this family of proteins. 

Water-soluble proteins like DEK are considered too bulky, 
charged, and hydrophilic to spontaneously cross a membrane by 
diffusion or via known membrane transporters. There is, how-
ever, a class of proteins, termed translocatory proteins, that can 
enter the cell via endocytosis, including human programmed 
cell death 5 (PDCD5), Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 
transactivator of transcription (HIV Tat), and Drosophila Anten-
naepedia (30, 31). These proteins bind to negatively charged 
heparan sulfate-type proteoglycans (HSPGs) that are actively 
endocytosed via small invaginations in the plasma membrane 
known as caveolae. HSPGs thus serve as shuttles for trans-
locatory proteins to entt;r the cell. An N-terminal fragment of 
DEK, spanning amino acids 78-222, exhibits a surprising ability 
to traverse lipid bilayers (32). This particular truncation of DEK 
has a high concentration of positive charges (31 arginines and 
Iysines in the 130 amino acids of this peptide) and has been 
studied primarily as a tool for the cellular delivery of macro-
molecules. The relevance of this observation to the biology of 
naturally occurring, full-length DEK remained unclear, however. 
Here we report that full-length DEK secreted by one cell can be 
taken up by another cell , move to the nucleus, and function in 
heterochromatin biology and DNA repair, thereby potentially 
uniting the intracellular and extracellular activities of DEK. 

Results and Discussion 
Considering that extracellular and intracellular DEK both play 
important biological roles, we asked whether these two functions 
could be connected. We began by assessing whether full-length 
DEK can enter a cell. We added recombinant full-length histidine 
(His)-tagged DEK directly to the cell culture medium of HeLa 
DEK knockdown (DEK-KD) cells, fo llowed by subsequent fixa-
tion of the cells and staining for DEK. Analysis by confocal mi-
croscopy revealed DEK-positive staining, predominantly in the 
cytoplasm, within 1 h of incubation (Fig. lA, Left). Importantly, 
nuclear DEK staining was clearly visible after 2 h of incubation 
with His-DEK and increased over time (Fig. lA, Right, Fig. Sl, 
and Movie Sl). 
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We then investigated whether DEK uptake is an active process, 
by incubating cells at 37 °C or 4 °C and studying DEK uptake using 
immunofluorescence, with FITC-conjugated wheat germ aggluti-
nin (WGA) as a membrane marker. We found substantially re-
duced DEK staining at 4 °C compared with 37 °C (Fig. 18), 
suggesting that DEK internalization indeed appears to be an 
active process. 

Fig. 1. DEK is taken up by cells in an energy-
dependent process that requires surface HSPGs. (A) 
DEK-KD HeLa 53 cells were incubated with His-tag-
ged recombinant DEK (20 fIg/ 1 x 10' cells) for 1 or 
2 h and stained with DAPI (blue) and a monoclonal 
DEK antibody (red) . (8) HeLa DEK-KD cells were in-
cubated with recombinant His-DEK or vehicle for 
2 h under varying conditions and stained with WGA 
(green), a membrane-specific stai n, a monoclonal 
DEK antibody (red), and DAPI (blue) to visualize the 
nuclei. (i-iv) Cells incubated with vehicle (buffer) 
alone. (v- viii) Cells incubated with recombinant His-
DEK at 37 'c. (ix- xii) Cells incubated with recombi-
nant His-DEK at 4 'c. (xiii-xvi) Cells pretreated with 
20 flg/mL soluble heparin and then incubated with 
recombinant His-DEK and 20 flg/mL soluble heparin 
at 37 'c. Images were obtained by confocal mi-
croscopy. 

The DEK truncation 78-222 yields a polypeptide that conforms 
to the class of molecules known as naturally supercharged proteins, 
capable of cellular entry through electrostatic interactions with 
negatively charged moieties on the ce ll surface (32) . To test 
whether this also holds true for WT DEK (82 arginines and lysines 
in 375 amino acids, and thus a substantially reduced overall 
presence of positively charged amino acids compared with the 
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Fig. 2. Cells defective in essential enzymes required for HSPG synthesis or positioning exhibit significantly reduced DEK uptake. (A) WT or mutant HAP1 cells in-
cubated with recombinant His-DEK at 37 'C for 2 h and stained with DAPI (blue) or a monoclonal DEK antibody (green). (a-c) WT HAP1 cells. (d-f) HAP1 cells deficient 
in 84GALT7. (g-i) HAP1 84GALT7null cells reconstituted with functional 84GALT7. (j-f) HAP1 cells deficient in SLC3S82. (m-o) HAP1 SLC3582null cells recon-
stituted with functional SLC3582. (8) Graphical representation of His-DEK- specific intensities in the nucleus. Multiple micrographs, as shown in A. 
were subjected to an automated intensity measurement workflow using the KNIME image processing software. More details are shown in Fig. 4 and Figs. 53 
and 54. Segmentation of nuclei was carried out in the DAPI channel, followed by measurement of the His-DEK- specific intensities within the assigned 
segments using the FITC channel. Signals originating from cell clumps, debris, dead cells, or background signals owing to nonspecific extracellular ag-
gregation of His-DEK were excluded from the measurements. Median values for the relative (reL) His-DEK fluorescence intensity of all samples in a given 
group are indicated by the horizontal lines in the scatter dot plot. 
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Fig. 3. DEK taken up by ce lls migrates to chromatin. (A) Twelve·day MDMs in 40% human serum were treated overnight with 15 j.1g of recombinant His-
tagged DEK. Cells were stained for DEK with a monoclonal anti·His antibody, and nuclei were stained with propidium iodide (PI) . (8) Immunoprecipitation of 
DEK from cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of cells treated as in A with a rabbit polyclonal anti·His antibody. The resulting samples were analyzed on an SDS 
gel and immunoblotted with anti ·DEK or anti-His monoclonal antibodies. (C) Control or HeLa DEK·KD cells were incubated with recombinant His·DEK or GST-
DEK for 24 h and fractionated into cytoso lic, nucleosolic, and chromatin·bound fractions . Proteins from each fraction were precipitated, resolved by SDSI 
PAGE, and blotted for DEK using a polyclona l antibody. 

truncation 87-222), we incubated HeLa DEK-KD cells with 
heparin, a soluble competitor of surface HSPGs, and recombinant 
human WT DEK. A soluble heparin concentration of 20 llg!mL 
was sufficient to suppress binding and internalization of recom-
binant DEK (Fig. IB and Fig. S2), suggesting that HSPGs are 
important for initial binding of DEK to cellular membranes. 

To further confirm that HSPGs are necessaIY for cellular DEK 
uptake, we turned to a previously described elegant genetic system 
(33). We used HAPI cells and HAPI cells deficient in either 
B4GALT7 (B4GALT7l!iIl) or SLC35B2 (SLC35B2" 1111) (33), genes 
that specify part of the biochemical pathway required for the 
synthesis and translocation of HSPGs. The HAPI cell line is 
derived from the haploid myeloid KBM7 cell line that was origi-
nally isolated from a patient with leukemia (34). Incubation of 
His-DEK with these mutant cell lines revealed that cells with 
defects in HSPG synthesis and localization cannot internalize 
DEK (Fig. 2 A, d-J, and j-l and B) . To further validate this 
obselvation, we used genetic reconstitution with functional 
B4GALT7 (B4GALT7rec

) or SLC35B2 (SLC35B2 rec
), which 

resulted in restoration of DEK uptake comparable to the WT 
phenotype (Fig. 2 A, g- i and. m-o and B). Thus, genetic studies 
demonstrate that HSPGs are required for cellular entry of DEK. 

To assess DEK uptake in another biologically relevant cell 
type, we used activated, primaIY monocyte-derived macrophages 
(MDMs) from healthy volunteers, which contain less DEK in their 
nuclei after differentiation and secretion of their endogenous DEK 
(28). Indeed, recombinant His-DEK was detected in the nuclei of 
macrophages incubated with DEK by immunofluorescence (Fig. 
3A). These results were confirmed by immunoprecipitation of His-
DEK from the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions. DEK was 
detected mainly in the nuclear fraction by an anti-His antibody or 
by a specific monoclonal DEK antibody (Fig. 3B). This indicates 
that DEK can be taken up by several types of cancer cell lines 
and by primalY cells involved in the immune response. 

Endogenous DEK usually localizes to chromatin, where it can 
reside in euchromatin, as well as in heterochromatin (35). On 
cellular entlY, exogenous DEK localizes mostly to the nucleus of 
HeLa DEK-KD cells. A fundamental question is whether DEK is 

functional on internalization. We tested the ability of exogenous 
DEK to bind to chromatin subsequent to uptake. Both control 
HeLa cells and HeLa-KD cells were fractionated after 24 h of 
incubation with either recombinant His-tagged DEK produced in 
a baculovirus expression system or GST-tagged DEK produced in 
bacteria. Recombinant DEK, regardless of its respective tag, ori-
gin, and phosphorylation status (GST-tagged DEK made in bac-
teria is not phosphorylated, whereas His-tagged DEK made in 
baculovirus is phosphorylated), was detected in chromatin frac-
tions extracted by high-salt buffers in both control and DEK-KD 
cells (Fig. 3C), confirming that exogenous DEK has the ability to 
bind chromatin on internalization and localizes to fractions in 
which endogenous DEK is ordinarily found . 

We next asked whether exogenously added DEK that is taken up 
by cells exhibits biological activity. In mammalian cells and in 
Drosophila, DEK is vital to global heterochromatin integrity, an 
activity not dependent on phosphorylation (3). Specifically, DEK 
augments the binding of heterochromatin protein 10: (HPla) to the 
repressive epigenetic mark Histone H3 tri-methylated at lysine 9 
(H3K9Me3). Elevated expression of DEK thus results in enhanced 
H3K9Me3 levels and a more closed chromatin structure (3). Sup-
pression of DEK expression in turn leads to a reduction in 
H3K9Me3levels, resulting in a less-condensed chromatin structure. 
Thus, we tested whether or not internalized DEK could comple-
ment this profound DEK-deficient phenotype. Impressively, mi-
crococcal nuclease (MNase) treatment of nuclei from two HeLa 
DEK-KD cell lines revealed that the addition of exogenous DEK 
reversed the accelerated digestion of chromatin seen in DEK-KD 
cells, suggesting that global heterochromatin integrity was restored 
when exogenous DEK was taken up into the nucleus (Fig. 4A). 

We next analyzed whether the restoration of heterochromatin 
by the addition of exogenous DEK is due to elevated H3K9Me3 
levels, based on the finding that endogenous DEK controls 
heterochromatin integrity by facilitating the recruitment of HPla 
and, in turn, the lysine methyltransferase 1 (KMTl) NB to his-
tones (3). We incubated control HeLa or DEK-KD HeLa cells 
with recombinant His-DEK for 48 h and then analyzed H3K9Me3 
by immunofluorescence. To avoid bias, image analysis was 
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Fig. 4. Exogenous DEK is bioactive on uptake into cells. Control or HeLa DEK-KD cells were incubated with recombinant His-DEK or buffer alone for 48 hand 
then subjected to functional analysis. (A) Cellular nuclei from control or HeLa DEK-KD. selected either by puromycin (a) or by FACS for GFP expression (b), were 
isolated, adjusted to 500 fl9 DNAlmL, and subjected to micrococcal nuclease treatment (5 U/50 fl9 DNA) of increasing duration (1 min in lanes 1, 4, and 7; 2 min in 
lanes 2, 5, and 8; 4 min in lanes 3, 6, and 9). The DNA fragments thus produced were analyzed directly by agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium bromide 
staining. Equal aliquots of the individual samples were further analyzed by immunoblotting using a DEK-specific antibody, confirming DEK knockdown (a and 
b, lanes 4-6) and the presence of His-DEK (a and b, lanes 7-9). Protein staining of core histones served as a loading control (histones). (8) Control or HeLa-KD 
(shDEK) cells were fixed and stained with DAPI (blue) or an antibody that recognizes the H3K9Me3 heterochromatin mark (red) in the presence or absence of 
exogenously added His-DEK. Shown are representative magnifications of tile scans of three biological replicates (Fig. 54). DIC, differential interference contrast . 
(C) H3K9Me3 intensities in the individual samples were analyzed using the KNIME image processing software and a newly developed workflow (Figs. 53 and 
54). One out of three replicates is shown. On average, 1,500--2,000 cells were analyzed per sample. Datasets were compared using the unpaired 5tudent ttest. 
***P = 0.0004. (0) Control or HeLa-KD (shDEK) cells were treated with NC5 for 15 min to induce DNA double-strand breaks, fixed, and stained with DAPI (blue) or 
an antibody specific for yH2AX (red), a marker for DNA double-stranded breaks. (E) Graphical representation of yH2AX-specific fluorescence intensity in the 
nucleus. The fluorescence intensity of yH2AX-posit ive nuclei was significantly reduced in NC5-treated HeLa-KD cells incubated with exogenous His-DEK. At least 
150 nuclei were analyzed per experimental condition. Datasets were compared using the unpaired Student t test. ***P = 0.0001. 

performed automatically using a Konstanz Information Miner 
(KNIME)-based image processing workflow (36) (Fig. S3). 
Analysis of tile scans from three biological replicates (Fig. 4 B 
and C and Fig. S4) showed that internalized DEK indeed 
induced a significant increase in H3K9Me3 in DEK-KD HeLa 
cells (P = 0.0004). This effect was absent in control cells, likely 
owing to the high levels of DEK already present in HeLa cells. 

We and others have shown that DEK-KD cells are deficient in 
their ability to repair DNA double-strand breaks, as measured by 
the increased persistence of yH2AX-positive foci when cells are 
subjected to neocarzinostatin (NCS) treatment (9, 10), which 
induces double-strand breaks (9). As part of the repair mecha-
nism for DNA damage, the histone H2AX is phosphorylated, 
generating yH2AX, a marker for DNA double-strand breaks 
(37). Incubation with exogenous DEK before exposure to NCS 
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reverses the increased sensitivity toward NCS-induced DNA 
double-strand breaks in DEK-KD cells, consistent with the ob-
served restoration of heterochromatin reported above and also 
with the observation that heterochromatin is more refractOlY to 
developing yH2AX foci after DNA damage (Fig. 4 D and E) . We 
treated both control HeLa cells and HeLa-KD cells with NCS 
with or without previous incubation with recombinant His-DEK, 
and then fixed and stained these cells for yH2AX. We found 
a significant reduction (P = 0.0001) in yH2AX-positive foci when 
the HeLa-KD cells treated with NCS were supplemented with 
recombinant DEK, as revealed by quantifying nuclear fluores-
cence signals on mean intensity projections of confocal z-stacks 
(Fig. 4 D and E) . We obselved no significant difference in sus-
ceptibility to DNA damage in control HeLa cells, again most 
likely related to the significant levels of endogenous DEK. 
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WGA (green), and a polyclonal DEK antibody (red) . (C) Western blot of whole cell extracts from control HeLa cells, HeLa DEK-KD cells without synovial 
macrophages on the top layer of the Transwell apparatus, and HeLa DEK-KD cells with synovial macrophages on the top layer of the Transwell (last three 
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Having shown that recombinant DEK can be internalized by 
at least three different cell types, we next investigated whether 
naturally occurring DEK could indeed be secreted by one cell 
and taken up by another cell. Macrophages isolated from the sy-
novial fluids of patients with JIA actively secrete abundant amounts 
ofDEK, which can subsequently form immune complexes with anti-
DEK antibodies (27). We used the ability of these macrophages to 
secrete DEK to study whether secreted DEK can be internalized by 
another cell type. We cocultured HeLa DEK-KD cells with synovial 
macro phages for 3-5 d in a Transwell cell culture apparatus (Fig. 
SA). Using immunofluorescence (Fig. 58) and immunoblot analysis 
(Fig. 5C), we detected synovial macrophage-derived DEK in HeLa 
DEK-KD cells, localizing mainly to the nucleus of these cells, 
consistent with DEK's preferred endogenous localization. These 
findings indicate that WT DEK indeed can be transmitted from one 
cell to another and migrate to the nucleus of the second cell. 

The extracellular and intracellular aspects of DEK biology 
have not previously been considered interdependent processes. 
Here we have shown that DEK can be taken up by multiple cell 
lines and primary cell types, including HeLa cells, HAPl cells, and 
human MDMs. DEK uptake is HSPG-dependent, as demon-
strated by the findings that treatment with heparin inhibited cel-
lular uptake of DEK and genetic depletion of HSPGs blocked 
DEK internalization. DEK internalization led to nuclear locali-
zation, in which, remarkably, exogenous DEK corrected the het-
erochromatin deficits and the DNA-damage repair aberrations 
characteristic of DEK-KD cells. Importantly, DEK secreted from 
activated synovial macrophages derived from a patient with JIA 
was taken up by neighboring cells. Thus, the secretion and uptake 
of biologically active DEK may represent an important pathway 
through which this biochemically distinct protein plays a role in 
chromatin biology and perhaps in autoimmunity and cancer as 
well. The discovery of a pathway that shuttles a protein vital for 
heterochromatin integrity in and out of cells suggests an un-
expected new layer of epigenetic regulation. 

Materials and Methods 
Antibodies. Detection of DEK was achieved using either a mouse monoclonal 
antibody (BD Biosciences) or an affinity-purified polyclonal antibody (8) . 
Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting of His-DEK required the use of 
a monoclonal anti-polyHistidine antibody (Sigma-Aldrich). Staining for 

H3K9Me3 (Abeam) and yH2AX (clone JBW301; Millipore) was accomplished 
using their respective polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies. 

Cell Culture Procedures. HeLa cells were cultured in DMEM (Invitrogen) supple-
mented with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologicals) and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin 
(Gibco/lnvitrogen). HeLa DEK-KDceliswere cultured as above with the addition of 
puromycin at a concentration of 1 ~g1mL. HAPl cells were maintained in IMDM 
supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin, and 1.5 f,g/mL 
puromycin. B4GALTl and SLC35B2 were disrupted in HAPl cells by retrovirus-
mediated insertional mutagenesis. Cells were then reconstituted via lentiviral 
transduction with either empty vector or functional B4GAL Tl or SLC35B2 and 
selected by puromycin resistance (33). MDMs were isolated from the blood of 
healthy donors and synovial macrophages derived from patients with JIA as 
described previously (27, 28). Monocytes were cu ltured in X-Vivo 15 media 
with gentamicin (Lonza) supplemented with 25% human serum (Lonza). All 
cell culture procedures were conducted in a humidified atmosphere at 37 ·C 
and 5% (vol/vol) CO2 • 

shRNA Procedures. Stable DEK knockdown in HeLa cells was achieved as 
described previously (3) . 

Immunofluorescence Microscopy. Cells incubated with recombinant His-DEK 
were fixed with 3.7% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at room 
temperature on poIY-L-lysine-treated slides (LabScientific) . For membrane 
visual ization, slides were treated with 5 ~g/mL WGA (Molecular Probes/ 
Invitrogen) at room temperature for 10 min. Cells were washed in PBS and 
permeabilized with 0.2% Triton-X 100 for 15 min at room temperature, then 
washed again with PBS and blocked with 1 % BSA in PBS for 30 min. Primary 
antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer (10% goat serum in PBS) and in-
cubated with cells for 1 h at room temperature. After more washes, cells 
were incubated with 2 ~g/mL goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit ant ibody (Mo-
lecular Probes/Invitrogen) in blocking buffer for 1 h. Subsequently, cells were 
again fi xed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature 
and washed with distilled water. Nuclei were stained with either DAPI (Mo-
lecular Probes/lnvitrogen) or propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich). DEK-positive 
foci were visualized by laser scanning confocal microscopy (Olympus FV-500). 

Cell Fractionation, Nuclease Digestion, and Immunoprecipitation. Cell fractio-
nations and nuclease digestions were carried out as described by Kappes et al. 
(3). Cells prepared for immunoprecipitation were washed and incubated in 
lysis buffer [50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 150 mM sodium chloride, 1% Nonidet P-40, 
0.1 % SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, and complete EDTA-free protease 
inhibitor mixture) for 15 min on ice. The lysate was centrifuged at 12,000 x 9 
for 20 min at 4 .c. The supernatant was then recovered, and the protein 
extract was incubated with a polyclona l rabbit anti-His antibody. Immuno-
precipitation samples were separated by SDS/PAGE and then immunoblotted. 
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Cell Extract Preparation and Immunoblot Analysis. Cells were pelleted and 
d issolved in 2% (vol/vol) SDS and heated in a boiling water bath for 15 min. 
Extracts were supplemented with beta-mercaptoethanol and heated for an 
additional 2 min at 95 'c. Samples were then separated using 5DS/PAGE. 
transferred to PVDF membranes. and immunoblotted. 

rranswell Cell Culture System. Macrophages from the synovial fluids of 
patients with JIA were isolated as described previously (27) and plated in 
X-Vivo-15 supplemented with 10% human serum. Nonadherent cells were 
plated on the top layer of a Transwell ce ll culture-permeable system with 
O.4-~M pores (Corning). Two days later. HeLa DEK-KD cells were plated on the 
bottom layer of the Transwell system. Cells were incubated for an additional 
3 d and then harvested, and ce ll extracts were prepared for immunofluo-
rescence microscopy and immunoblotting as descr ibed above using a specific 
polyclonal DEK antibody (8). 

DNA Damage Susceptibility Assay. HeLa Puro-C (control) and HeLa DEK-1165 
(shDEK) cells were seeded in 12-well plates containing glass coverslips at 
a density of 5 x 104 cells/mL using medium without puromycin. After 24 h, 
the medium was supplemented with 1.6 ~g/mL His-DEK and incubated for an 
additional 48 h. For DNA damage induction, NCS was added to a final 
concentration of 75 ng/mL. Cells were fixed and stained as outlined above. 
yH2AX-positive foci were visualized by spinning disk confocal microscopy 
using a Zeiss Cell Observer SD microscope. Stacks consisting of 12 z-slices at 
0.46-~m interva ls were recorded. Image analysis was performed on mean 
intensity projections using ImageJ. The mean signal intensity of single nuclei 
was determined f or at least 150 nuclei in each experimenta l condition. 
Statistical analysis was performed using an unpaired Student t test. 

KNIME Image Analysis and Statistical Analysis. For analysis of H3K9Me3 in-
tensities in control and DEK-KD cells with or without added His-DEK, cells 
were treated with His-DEK (1 .6 ~g/mL medium) or with the corresponding 
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buffer-only control for 48 h. Cells were then washed with PBS, fixed with 
3.7% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, and sta ined for H3K9Me3, as outlined 
by Kappes et al. (3). To allow for quantitative comparison of H3K9Me3 levels 
between samples, laser intensities were adjusted to the sample with the 
highest signal. All samples were scanned (tile scan: 4 x 4 optical fields; Fig. 54) 
in a timely fashion on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal laser scanning microscope 
with identical settings. For subsequent unbiased and fully a utomated high-
throughput image analysis, we used a newly created workflow on the open-
source platform KNIME (http://tech.knime.org/community/image-processing; 
workflow Measure Intensity version of 03.05.2012). The individual steps of 
t his workflow are depicted in Fig. 53. On average, 1,500-2,000 ce lls were 
analyzed per sample and tile scan. We used a modified version of this 
workflow to analyze the DEK-specific signals shown in Fig. 2B. 
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